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Nau Côclea Contemporary Creation Center hosts artists in residency in 2023. 
 
In 2023 the planned calls are the following: 
 
- Independent residences. The general call for applications will be released in February, 
for the months of March, April, May, June, September, October, November and 
December 2023. 
- International residency of cross-border creation. Call will be released in June 2023 for 
artists from the cross-border Catalan space. Rossello Section. 
- International Residence Sound Art  walk·listen·create (October 2023) Call will be 

released in May 2023 
- Residency and creation grant Walter Benjamin. Call will be released in June 2023 
- Oika Spain 2023 residency granted 
- Residence Grand Tour 2023 residency granted 
 
 
 
Available periods and artistic disciplines 
We invite artists and researchers to apply for a residency of a minimum duration of 7 
days and a maximum of 60. 
The residence is offered according to the calendar established above. 
Applications are open to visual and audiovisual arts projects, walking art, performance, 
dance, sound art, music, and writing. We also accept creative research projects. 
 
Accommodation and resources 
The residence is located in Camallera, Catalonia in a natural environment. 
The residency includes accommodation for the artists (up to 4 people) in an 
independent house, the use of a 60m2 workspace to share with the center, and 
outdoor spaces. 
The house is made entirely available to the artist or group of selected artists. The 
artists are free to attend accompanied or as a family and to invite whoever they wish 
by paying the corresponding fee (regarding the fee see below). Occasional invitations 
(up to a week) are not subject to any fee. 
The house has two double bedrooms, a 2 stove kitchen, a microwave and a small 
fridge, a bathroom/shower and a living room with heating and a wood stove. The use 
of the wood stove is free. The use of gasoil heating has a cost of €50 per week 
(minimum one week). The house has Wi-Fi. 
The use of the work/rehearsal room that is shared with the activities program of the 
center is included. The room is 60m2 with a central column, wooden flooring, concrete 
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walls and LED spotlights ( not theater spotlights). You can also use a video projector 
and sound equipment of medium power.  
 
We accompany the residents during their stay according to their needs: approach to 
the natural environment, contacts with the community, other artists, services and 
suppliers, etc. 
 
Rates 
General Residency Grant and Grand Tour, Walter Benjamin, Espai Català 
Transfronterer, Oika Spain i Art Sonor walk·listen·create residencies , accomodation is 
included in the grant  and there is no fee to pay. 
For he rest of the residents, the rate is according to the number of residents and the 
days of stay of each project:  
 
1 to 2 residents €10 per day 
3 to 4 residents €20 per day 
 
This fee must be transfered to the Nau Côclea bank account at the time of being 
selected and accepting the residence. 
 
The resident has to get to the residency by his/her own means.  Perdiem expenses and 
medical assistance insurance are not covered. Artists not residing in the Spanish state 
must have health insurance during their stay. 
 
Submission of applications 
Every call for applications has its own rules. In all cases, artists must send a document 
(PDF or Word) by email to resident@naucoclea.com  The document and the subject of 
the email must include the name of the person responsible for the project. 
 
The request must include the following: 
* Contact information of the person in charge of the project: name, email and 
telephone. 
* Number of people who will stay in the residence up to a maximum of 4 
* Preferred dates for residency and alternative options (if any). If the dates are flexible 
or if alternative options exist, the application is more likely to be accepted. 
* A letter in which the artist explicitly agrees to do the residency in the selected period 
and in accordance with the conditions of this call. 
* Spaces that will be needed (accommodation house / work room / outside) 
* A description of the project (maximum 3 pages plus links if any) 
* A brief CV (maximum 1 page) and portfolio or web page. 
After receiving the application we will send a confirmation letter. If confirmation has 
not been received within 5 days of sending it, please contact us by Watsapp at +34 
637880565 or by email at resident@naucoclea.com  
 
Jury and selection process 
The jury and selection process are informed in the specific call for each residency 
program. 
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In all cases, residencies are granted based on the following criteria: 
 
* Artistic value of the proposal 
* Consistency and feasibility of the project 
* Relationship of the project with the lines of work of the center: performance, sound 
art, walking art. 
* Potential of the project to be shared with different audiences 


